ACHIEVING WHOLE-HOME BACKUP
THROUGH LOAD MANAGEMENT:

The Lumin® Energy Management Platform and Tesla Powerwall 2

INTENT
The purpose of this white paper is to demonstrate how installers can use an energy
management platform to achieve whole-home backup with the Powerwall 2.

OVERVIEW
This white paper details the process of an installer working with a family in Oakland, California that is

looking to provide backup power for their home. The homeowners want to invest in energy storage
to complement an existing 6kW solar PV array, and have a strong preference for the Tesla
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Powerwall 2. Even though the homeowners are cost- conscious and are operating within a $15,000
budget, they would like to back up their entire 1,750 ft home if possible.

BACKGROUND
To begin the feasibility assessment of providing whole- home backup for the homeowner in
question, some additional information is required. An assessment of the circuit breaker panel is a

helpful starting point, as it will indicate the magnitude of electrical loads that the homeowner needs
to back up.

The main loads panel contains 25 circuit breakers, a 125A grid breaker, and a busbar rated to 200A.

The largest loads in the panel are the EV charger ( 50A) , oven ( 30A) , dryer ( 30A) , and pool pump
( 20A) – each of these circuits are dual- pole. The panel also contains a 40A back- fed solar PV

breaker. On account of the temperate climate in Oakland, the home does not have air conditioning.

Both the heat ( furnace) and the water heat are gas appliances, so the electrical draw on both is
minimal.

Figure 1: Detail of circuit labels and breakers within main loads panel.
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SYSTEM DESIGN
With knowledge of the makeup of the main loads panel, an assessment of the technical feasibility
of providing whole home backup is now possible. There are three main considerations to be
assessed:

1. Is there enough ampacity in the main panel?
2. Will the Powerwall 2 cover the single largest load?

3. Is there enough space between the meter and the loads

panel for the backup gateway?

The first consideration relates to NEC 705.12 , more commonly known as the “120% Rule.” This

regulation stipulates that the busbar must have sufficient ampacity relative to the grid breaker to
ensure safety in the event of heavy back- feeding from solar PV and the Powerwall 2. Because this

particular home has a 200A- rated busbar and a 125A grid breaker, the available generation

capacity is 115A. This means that the combined ampacity of the Powerwall 2 and solar PV to be
added to the main loads panel could be up to 115A per NEC. See calculations in figure 2 for more
detail.

Grid Breaker
Solar PV Breaker
Powerwall 2 Breaker
Busbar Rating

125A
40A
30A
200A

Maximum Ampacity 200A x 120% - 125A = 115A
Solar PV Breaker + Powerwall 2 Breaker 40A + 30A = 70A
Conclusion 115A ≥ 70A; ok to proceed
Figure 2: Calculation of available ampacity in the main loads panel, per NEC 705.12 (120%rule).

The second consideration is meant to ensure that the Powerwall 2 will be able to power each load

in the main loads panel. Because the maximum continuous output of the Powerwall 2 is 30A, no
loads in the panel being backed up can be larger than 30A. In this case, the homeowner has a 50A

EV charger, which exceeds the 30A limit. The two most common options to address this situation
are (1) to add a second Powerwall 2 to power the large load; or (2) to establish a separate
protected loads panel.

The third consideration pertains to the physical space between the meter and the loads panel. If

there is not sufficient space between the meter and the loads panel to install a backup gateway,
the home cannot be isolated in the event of an outage. In this particular case, because the house
has a utility meter installed separately from the main panel, the wiring of this home allows for a
backup gateway to be installed upstream of the main loads panel.
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In summary:

1. Is there enough ampacity in the main panel? – YES

2. Will the Powerwall 2 cover the single largest load? – NO

3. Is there enough space between the meter and the loads panel for

the backup gateway? – YES
Because a single Powerwall 2 will not cover the single largest load, some adjustments must be

made before providing whole-home backup. The table below details the costs and benefits of the
two traditional workarounds:

Option 1: Additional Powerwall 2
Costs

Benefits

Option 2: Separate loads panel

Adds ~$7,500 in hardware and installation
expense to the project

Adds ~$500-1,500 in pure expense to the
project (no added functionality)

Risks sending the project over budget or
losing the sale

Does not meet the objective of providing
whole-home backup

Provides whole-home backup

May prompt a difficult conversation about
hardwired load selection

The system will be able to power the
customer's EV charger

Solves the heavy load challenge in a
relatively cost-effective way

Due to the 50A EV charger, the homeowners are faced with a choice between two extremes – either
add an unexpected second storage system and significant project expense, or fail to provide
whole-home backup. Both options are likely to result in a difficult conversation with the
homeowners, and may even threaten loss of the project.

INCORPORATING LOAD M ANAGEMENT
To expand the menu of installation options and to avoid the difficult decision, the engineering team
turned to load management technology, specifically, the Lumin Energy Management Platform. This

platform is designed to shed loads up to 60A each when a grid outage is detected, eliminating the

need to install a separate loads panel. The load management technology also unlocks flexible

choice for homeowners during grid outages, allowing for a more dynamic off-grid experience.
Given the relatively low cost and high flexibility of this technology, it provides a compelling third
option.
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Option 1:

Additional Pow erwall 2

Costs

Benefits

Adds ~$7,500 in hardware
and installation expense to
the project

Option 2:

Separate loads panel

Adds ~$500-1,500 in pure
expense to the project
(no added functionality)

Risks sending the project
over budget or losing the
sale

Does not meet the objective
of providing whole-home
backup

Provides whole-home
backup

May prompt a difficult
conversation about
hardwired load selection

The system will be able to
power the customer's EV
charger

Solves the heavy load
challenge in a relatively
cost-effective way

Option 3:

Lumin® Energy M anagement Platform

$1,800 hardware cost +
$300 installation labor cost

All loads except for the EV
charger are accessible

Optimizes and extends healthy
battery runtime through circuitlevel control
Avoid tripping battery
Expandable to multiple
Powerwalls as budgets allow
Dynamic, reconfigurable system
as lifestyles require

Because the family is coming into the project with a total budget of $15,000, a system design with

two Powerwall 2s is prohibitively expensive. That leaves two options for the homeowners to choose
between: add a protected loads panel, or incorporate the Lumin Energy Management Platform. The

estimated total cost of the first option is $12,500 - $13,500 which is within budget - however this
option does not provide the homeowners with whole-home backup, which was their initial request.

The second option, adding a Lumin Energy Management Platform, has a total project cost range

between $13,000 and $14,000, and provides flexibility that simulates whole-home backup. Presented
with the two available options, the homeowners decided to proceed with the Lumin Energy
Management Platform

INSTALLATION
The hardware component of the Lumin Energy Management Platform, the Lumin Smart Panel, is

attached to the main service panel, or whichever service panel houses the loads that need to be

shed in the event of an outage. See Figure 3 for a detailed description of the proposed system
setup:
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Figure 3: Single-line diagram detailing the proposed system setup.

Because the role of the Lumin Smart Panel is primarily to manage energy consumption and shed

large loads during a grid outage, it is important to connect any loads that need to be shed or might
otherwise be controlled during an outage. All loads that are not connected to the Lumin Smart Panel
will, by default, be “ungoverned” and will remain enabled during a grid outage. In this particular

home, the dryer ( 30A) , EV charger ( 50A) , pool pump ( 20A) , washing machine ( 20A) , kitchen

counter ( 20A) , furnace ( 20A) , dishwasher ( 20A) and oven ( 30A) are all connected to the Lumin
Smart Panel and can therefore be controlled as necessary.

In addition, two sets of current transformers ( CTs) are available to provide data on battery
discharge and whole- home consumption. See Figure 4 and the associated table for details on the
wiring and configuration of the Lumin Smart Panel:
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Figure 4: Detail of conductor connections into the main servicepanel. Double lines denote dual-pole circuits.
Orange circuit names denote which circuits are governed by Lumin.
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Figure 5: Detail of circuit breakers and labels, including LSP connection and the default state during backup
power operation.
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CONFIGURATION
After installation of the Lumin Smart Panel, the only remaining step in the process is to configure Off-

Grid Mode via the Lumin app or web portal. Configuration involves marking any loads that the

homeowner would like to enable during off-grid operation as “Protected.” Leave all others

unprotected, including the loads that must be shed ( in this case, the 50A EV charger) . When Lumin
detects a grid outage, any loads that are not marked as protected will be shed automatically,

ensuring that the Powerwall 2 will be able to power all remaining loads. The homeowner may also

opt to disable additional loads during off-grid operation to conserve power and extend their battery
operation runway. Figure 6 provides some detail from the Lumin Insights web portal as it is
configured for this home:

Figure 6: View of the control tab on the Lumin Insights web portal. Note which circuits are Protected.
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SYSTEM FUNCTION
Once the system has been installed and configured, the Lumin Smart Energy Management System
will keep watch for a grid outage. When an outage is detected, all loads that have not been marked
as Protected will be shed immediately. It is important to remember that any circuit that is not
directly wired to the Lumin Smart Panel will remain enabled through an outage ( Lumin has no way

to control circuits that are not connected to the Smart Panel) . As the power outage progresses, the
homeowner has the ability to update and change which circuits are enabled. This feature allows for

ultimate flexibility, helping the grid outage feel as much like normal operation as possible. When

grid power is restored, all circuits that were disabled at the start of the outage will be returned to
their normal state.

Figure 7: View of the Lumin Insights dashboard. Note the loss of grid power at 11:44:14 and immediate shedding
of non-essential (unprotected) loads.
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CONCLUSION
Providing whole- home backup traditionally involves a difficult decision between adding additional

storage systems or resorting to partial- home backup with separate loads panel installation. With

the addition of the Lumin Energy Management Platform, a new option is on the table: simulate
whole- home backup without the added expense or additional storage systems, or the headache of
installing additional loads panels.

ABOUT LUMIN
Established in 2016 and headquartered in Charlottesville, Virginia, Lumin provides the Lumin® Energy

Management Platform, which brings intelligent control to any electrical distribution panel and makes

ordinary circuits smart. Lumin’s hardware/ software system enables responsive load management
that can adjust automatically to storage status, electricity pricing, and much more. The solution is
valued by storage partners, solar installers, utilities, and homeowners alike.
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